A Semiotic Analysis of Community’s “Advanced Dungeons and Dragons”
Unsurprisingly, the use of blackface rightfully remains a controversial topic situated
within a remarkedly large sphere of popular culture (spanning nearly 200 years), as its roots stem
directly from the systematic oppression of the African American community by silencing their
voices and deleting their visibility. Such depictions turned people of color into grotesque and
exaggerated caricatures that cemented deeply hurtful, incorrect, and negative stereotypes that
continue to live and haunt our society and culture today. This paper seeks to address the
controversial use of blackface in popular media, by briefly contextualizing its history and
influence and then situating such context within a critical analysis of an episode from NBC’s
popular cult sitcom Community (“Advanced Dungeons and Dragons,” Season 1, Episode 14).
Furthermore, it seeks to discuss the ethical issues that arise from corporate censorship in the
erasure of legitimately (or seemingly) problematic texts from history, particularly from the
perspective of cancel culture.
Yes, the Community writers depicted the character of Ben Chang (portrayed by Ken
Jeong) dressed as a dark elf (otherwise known as a “drow”) but they did so in a fashion that
neither negates nor stereotypes the Black community or its culture. The writers avoided extremes
with the episode’s cosplay, as they did not shy away from showcasing the visual portrayal of a
drow nor did they present the drow in a way that was offensive. Furthermore, Shirley Bennett (a
central character portrayed by African American actor and comedian Yvette Nicole Brown)
immediately calls out Chang’s costume choice. That is, the episode directly acknowledges what
is happening on screen (the entire show is exemplary of referential, meta-storytelling) and allows
for a conversation both on and off screen – again, sticking a balance between gross stereotypes
and a form of productive parody that seeks to inform and educate.
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Actions taken by streaming companies, specifically Netlix and Hulu, to remove this
episode was a baseless and seemingly made for no other reason than to protect corporate
interests and “save face.” There was no call from the public, nor the Black community, to edit
the scene or remove the episode. Not only does such an action incorrectly identify the episode as
using blackface (Petski), but it also completely destroys the possibility of having a conversation
about hurtful stereotypes in mass media and the consequences such stereotypes have against real
people and communities. In turn, canceling this particular episode was a short-sighted decision
that stifled the greater conversation at play, which was bullying and suicide prevention (the
central theme of the episode).
Defining blackface
In short, blackface is defined as a theatrical caricature of Black persons, often with
exaggerated features, such as oversized lips, that was commonly used as a form of minstrelsy
dating back to around 1830. Such portrayals, which commenced with the visual depiction of the
song-and-dance “Jumping Jim Crow,” showcased black characters as “lazy, lying, or buffoonish”
(“Blackface: A Cultural History of a Racist Art Form”). Blackface was predominately used by
white performers to entertain white audiences, in turn negating the black experience (i.e.,
perpetuating the idea that slavery was natural and fun) and creating deeply racist stereotypes that
mischaracterized the richness of Black culture. “By distorting the features and culture of African
Americans – including their looks, language, dance, deportment, and character – white
Americans were able to codify whiteness across class and geopolitical lines as its antithesis”
(“Blackface: The Birth of an American Stereotype”).
It is worth nothing that by the 1860s, Black performers also began using blackface. While
this fact may seem surprising, it is not, considering the limited employment opportunities people
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of color had during that time. Bert Williams, perhaps the most famous African-American
entertainer of the era, commonly donned blackface, which eventually led him to become the first
Black performer to be featured on a Broadway stage. While this paper does not address the
intricate ethical nuances of a Black man performing a black caricature for the entertainment of
white audiences, what is of importance to note is the underlying reasons why he, and other
performers, did so. As Margo Jefferson – Pulitzer Prize winning critic – explains, that, beside the
need for employment, Black performers “were expected to perform” in blackface, “because it
made the audiences comfortable – you can be fascinated, you can be excited, but you can always
feel superior” (“Blackface: A Cultural History of a Racist Art Form”).
Blackface continued to be prominently featured well into the 20th (and 21st) century,
where extremely popular white stars like Judy Garland, Bing Crosby, and Shirley Temple all
donned blackface at one point or another. More recent examples include sitcoms like The Office
(U.S.), and 30 Rock, the latter in which creator Tina Fey directly asked streamers to remove four
specific episodes from their respective platforms, to which they obliged her request (Sokol).
While a critically acclaimed show, 30 Rock contains numerous skits and jokes that have not aged
well due to their portrayal of outdated tropes and harmful stereotypes. Nevertheless, it is
important to also understand what blackface is not.
Context is key in understanding and defining blackface and its extensive and continual
negative influence on real life perceptions of the Black community or numerous other
marginalized communities (such as the decades long media history of outlandish depictions of
Appalachia, including the racist and classist “Willy the Hillbilly” Mountain Dew mascot from
the late 1940s) (Estes). While it would certainly serve artists and media companies well to
simply steer clear of creating content that perpetuates stereotypes (intended or not), erasing,
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deleting, or straight up canceling previous texts that have made these mistakes eliminates needed
conversations that should occur in order to prevent such mistakes from happening again.
Contextualizing the Episode
An online search quickly highlights a fan/critic base that widely regards this episode as
one of the most brilliant and comedic in the series entire six seasons. The storyline centers on a
peripheral character Neil, most often referred to as “Fat Neil,” who is an avid player of the
Dungeons and Dragons fantasy game. Neil struggles with ongoing bullying due to his
appearance and his sudden disinterest in D&D alerts Jeff (a central character often portrayed as a
womanizing narcissist) that Neil may be thinking of taking his own life. In turn, Jeff gathers
most of the study group, consisting of Britta, Abed, Troy, Shirley, and Annie, to play D&D with
Neil in hopes of saving him from realizing his suicidal ideations.
Keeping in mind that Community (for its first five seasons) was a sitcom broadcast on
NBC primetime (it moved to the now defunct Yahoo! Screen for its sixth season), writers had a
mere 22 minutes in which to play out such an intricate storyline. Nonetheless, creators did not
shy away from creating a Lord of the Rings inspired fantasy episode that cost very little (due to
minimal set or costumes changes), and was way ahead of its time, in that Game of Thrones had
not yet premiered. The only other time that a television show had used D&D as a tool for
character and plot development was on Freaks and Geeks (1999). Similar to the overall story
structure employed throughout the series, the writers use D&D as a plot device to push the story
forward, rather than attempting to scale a real-life rendition of an actual D&D game.
The character of Pierce Hawthorne (a homophobic, racist, and misogynistic millionaire
portrayed by Chevy Chase) rightfully takes on the role of villain (perhaps too unredeemingly so,
much to the disappointment of fans and critics) (Sepinwall). Nevertheless, despite his villainy,
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Pierce earns Neil’s respect by being the best D&D player he’s has ever played. The episode not
only addresses heavy hitting issues of bullying and suicide, but it does also so with heart and
hilarity that keeps the audience engaged. Community does not shy away from defamiliarization
by using intelligent, meta references, as it tells the audience: “you are much smarter than
network television thinks you are” (“Community: Can TV Make Us Smarter?”). That is, when a
stereotype is highlighted, it does so in a manner that seeks to dismantle it – to call into question
its existence.
The supposed “controversy” arises when Chang (a recurring Asian American character)
eagerly shows up to the study room to play the game dressed in drow’s cosplay. Chang wears a
bright white wig, pointy ears and has jet black paint covering his face, neck, and hands. Shirley
immediately states to the group “So, we’re just gonna ignore the hate crime, huh?,” clearly
demonstrating the writer’s awareness of the possible misreading of Chang’s costume. While
Shirley’s immediate reaction is justified, Chang responds by contextualizing his dress to alleviate
fears that he is in any way attempting to negatively portray the Black community. Chang, known
throughout the series as suffering from possible mental issues, would (unsurprisingly) take on an
overly eager approach to be part of the study group (in this case, a meticulous cosplay costume).
The costuming is called out twice more within the storyline, both by Pierce. The first
time he refers to Chang as Al Jolson (who famously donned blackface in the first synch sound
film, The Jazz Singer, 1927), and then once more when (in the context of the actual D&D game
playing out on the screen) Pierce exclaims “I attack blackface” (to which the Dungeon Master
replies is a successful attack, in turn eliminating Chang’s drow character from the game). The
intelligent hyperawareness of the characters on screen, as designed by the writers off screen, is
typical of the show’s overarching narrative structure. This fictional dialogue (which occurs in the
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first eight minutes of the episode) does more to directly address the portrayal of blackface than
most other popular culture texts ever do. In fact, as one pop culture writer eloquently argues, “the
butt of the joke isn’t Black people, it’s blackface” (Rainaldi qtd in Bellow).
In situating Chang’s costume within the greater history of blackface and how it has been
used to oppress Black voices, it is easy to see that Chang’s costume is not actually blackface in
neither context nor intent; however, that does not mean that the drow’s original context is devoid
of racist undertones or even blatant stereotypes (“Community, Dungeons & Dragons, and Drow
Blackface”). Chang’s cosplay is not unethical within the context of the show or this particular
episode, because it clearly and directly addresses its potential for misunderstanding, while
specifically grounding the costume in D&D’s real fantasy world.
Chang dressed up as a drow to show his enthusiasm for playing the game with this study
mates, which in turn showed visible support for Neil’s troubling situation. That is, not only are
the writers demonstrating a moral compass in creating an important object of discourse without
being offensive (not an easy task), but the on-screen character is also directly addressing the
same situation and demonstrating that he too, is virtuous in his awareness of possible perception
issues. Furthermore, Chang’s D&D character resides mainly in the plot’s periphery, as the drow
is killed off early on in the episode and never really takes center stage, similar to Chang himself
throughout much of the series. If the writers added this segment while simultaneously failing to
address its possible perception as a “hate crime” or fail to provide the costuming’s true context,
then it would have been insensitive and in poor taste.
Cancel Culture and Censorship
Perhaps the biggest issue lies within the reactive preemptive decision of Netflix and Hulu
to delete this episode. As previously mentioned, there was really no documented backlash or
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even questioning of this episode, as it continues to be highly regarded as one of the series best.
The greater question(s) then becomes: Why did streamers remove this episode when there was
no actual depiction of blackface nor a public request to do so? Additionally, what exactly is
accomplished by deleting content without a justified reason, if none other than to save face in the
possibility of an outcry? The decision to delete the episode is problematic due to the lack of real
accountability, as it simply quashed potential conversation and debate about the continued use of
blackface in popular culture (and what that actually signifies to oppressed communities).
Ultimately, the decision is unethical as it serves as form of censorship. And while
constitutional laws provided by the First Amendment center around preventing the overreach of
the government, media companies like Netflix (with $25 billion in revenue as of 2020), or Hulu
(owned by Disney and Comcast, with joint revenue of nearly $175 billion as of 2020) are
extremely powerful entities and should be held, directly and publicly, accountable for their
actions, including those that censor artists.
For example, to simply make a previously respected and now incredibly problematic text
like Gone with the Wind disappear, does not make its cultural engrained racist rhetoric disappear
along with it. The same goes for Disney’s grotesquely racist live feature film, Song of the South
(1946), which continues to provide its theme to the “Splash Mountain” ride in not one, but three
Disney parks (Disneyland, Magic Kingdom, and Tokyo Disney). Clicking a button to delete an
episode on a streaming platform eliminates the possibility for needed, open conversation and
debate about racial representations (and in this case, the mislabeling of such representations), it
also unnecessarily censors content in manner that pretends it never existed. It was a hollowed
attempt by Netflix and Hulu to make themselves appear as if they care about racial depictions in
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the media, when their actions merely serve to deprive possible conversation. Interestingly
enough, the episode remains available for Amazon Prime subscribers.
Media corporations failed in creating a space in which conversation should be
encouraged (an idea that can easily be applied as universal law, whereas censorship cannot). It
was an easy, empty, and ignorantly preemptive gesture that not only robbed current and future
audiences from intelligent debate surrounding representation and stereotypes (as the episode
itself called for), but Netflix and Hulu did so in a way that seems to manipulate audiences into
believing they are on the right side of history and racial politics.
This also ties in with the ethical slippery slope of “cancel culture,” which is less of a
culture and more like a sporting event that has increased in popular with the youngest generation.
Alan Dershowitz’s latest book more specifically addresses the ethical and legal complications of
cancel culture. As he describes, “cancel culture is the new McCarthyism of “woke” generation,”
and “even more fundamentally, the old McCarthyism endangered our constitutional rights of free
speech and due process, which are the core protectors of liberty and barriers against tyranny.” In
turn “cancel culture, threatens these rights as well” (10).
When thinking about the ethical consequences of cancelling a text, such as this
Community episode, it is worth repeating that it does not erase that past, but only removes it from
discourse, in turn giving it more power to arise in the future to the blind ignorance of the past.
And when allowing powerful media corporations to remove content without real reason, it sets
dangerous precedent of censoring history based on individual likes and dislikes. This is not to
say that all texts should remain in circulation, as seminal and historical texts (even incredibly
problematic ones) like Gone with the Wind or Birth of Nation should remain accessible to the
public, but with the proper disclaimer and context.
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In summary, the issues surrounding this now the deleted D&D episode of Community are
two-fold. First, Chang’s costuming neither reflects nor functions as a blackface object, as it was
not the writers’ intent to mock nor discriminate any race (which aligns with the rest of the selfreferential, meta-storytelling reflected throughout the series). Rather, Chang’s over-the-top dress
opens up debate about the want or need for cosplay that may allude (or be influenced by)
problematic texts, such as the original Dungeons and Dragons game. The writers address the
costuming by making three direct references within the episode, and the character himself
explains the context of his costume choices – both on/off screen actions demonstrate a moral
virtue seeking to open dialogue in the hopes of dismantling stereotypes.
Second, the decision made by Netflix and Hulu to remove a non-offensive text without
good reason or explanation, demonstrates an action that in and of itself was done to protect the
self-interest of those in power. Such decisions could lead to a place where nearly every text and
person could be “canceled,” since neither content nor humanity falls into any clearly marked
category. Additionally, removing content as an attempt to preemptively eliminate possible
controversy is a manipulative move on the part of these media companies. As previously
addressed, this action serves as a form of corporate censorship that stifles needed, albeit difficult
conversations. Such a decision only gives a feeble appearance of support towards social justice
issues, such as the Black Lives Matter movement, and serves to appease stakeholders and the
public image of the corporation.
This paper merely offers a foundational groundwork for a much larger debate on the
importance and power of continuous discourse of problematic popular culture texts, as well as
the troubling level of power and control media conglomerates have on the creation and
dissemination of such texts, past, present, or future. Therefore, further research and debate on
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possible solutions to handling such texts is encouraged, so that more inclusive and ethical
decisions can be made by the artists who create the content, the media companies who
disseminate it, as well as the audiences who consume it. In the end, one thing is clear, canceling
history is simply not a solution, but continuing to foster intelligent and practical debate, is.
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